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[ON-SCREEN HEADLINE: Coming Up; Florida Gov. DeSantis Stifles Free Speech]

JOY REID: Plus, in Florida, Ron DeSantis continues to pretend that Covid just isn't real. And
college professors say they felt pressure, get this, to actually destroy Covid data.
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REID: And equally chilling story playing out in — where else — Florida? According to a report
by a faculty committee at the University of Florida, researchers working on a Covid — on
Covid-19 described external pressure to destroy data and to not criticize Governor Ron DeSantis.
One of the faculty members behind the report joins me next.

(....)
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REID: The state of Florida has taken steps to limit Covid data while Governor Ron DeSantis
touts doing nothing to combat the pandemic. In June, the state just stopped reporting daily Covid
numbers all together. And at the height of a Delta-driven surge this summer, the Miami Herald
reported that the state changed the way that it reported data to show an artificial decline in deaths.
Around that same time, DeSantis just gave up on promoting vaccination to hawk his Regeneron
popup clinics. Conveniently, his top political donor happens to a Regeneron investor, although
his press secretary told Politifact that no donor had anything to do with his decision. Now, we're
learning that faculty at the University of Florida felt pressure to not challenge the state's position
on covid. A report released Monday by a Faculty Senate committee found that researchers felt
“external pressure to destroy” Covid “data” and that there were “barriers to accessing...data.”
Employees were also told to avoid criticizing DeSantis or university policies regarding Covid.
And “some faculty” “expressed” “concern” that “funding...would be in jeopardy if” they did not
follow state policy on pandemic rules “in opinion articles.” Now, we did reach out to Governor
DeSantis's office and his spokesperson said the report contains no evidence that the state directed
researchers to destroy data or that the governor or his office attempted to exert improper
influence. [INTRODUCES PANEL] Danaya Wright, let me start with you. Explain to us in
simple terms what was in this report? The external pressure that University of Florida researchers
felt — is it specific — do we specifically know where that pressure was coming from? 

DANAYA WRIGHT: So — so — okay, so, the report reflects a bunch of comments given us to



as members of this committee and we were tasked with collecting information from as many
faculty as we could and I will say that some of us have information about where the pressure
might becoming from and who the pressure was imposed on but we are trying to protect the
confidentiality of those faculty. 

REID: Right and can — can you say that the pressure was coming from the DeSantis
administration, even if it wasn’t specifically from the governor?

WRIGHT: I don't want to say specifically. I just want to say that it came from above and in my
opinion, right? And — and in my opinion — and this is my opinion, the governor appoints the
board of education, the governor appoints the board — members of the board of governors, the
governor appointments most of the members of the trustees and they appoint the president and
the provosts and the deans, so it's hard to say did this — you know — I'm not here to sort of to —
to point the finger at any particular person. I think that — 

REID: But you're saying above. 

WRIGHT: — the reality is that there was just this pressure.

REID: Yeah.

WRIGHT: It was coming from above and I sort of lump all of them together. 

REID: And, you know, Fernand, my friend, above in Florida, I lived there 14 years. You and I
have known each other for a long time. We know what above means in Florida. Ron DeSantis
has made it very clear that he does not want Covid to be real or that he just doesn’t believe it’s
real or he thinks it’s just like a flu and you can just have natural immunity to it and he doesn't
care. He's appointed people like Dr. Ladapo who seems to believe the same thing and who’s
embarrassing Harvard with that — with those beliefs and out there basically promoting don't
worry about Covid, just live your life, don't wear a mask, don't do anything. Would it surprise
you if the above that was pressuring people at the university to not — don't state that isn't true,
don't dispute that even if you're writing an op-ed and to be very quiet about it if that’s — if you
don't agree. 

WRIGHT: Well, I think —

FERNAND AMANDI: You know, it wouldn’t surprise me —

REID: And this is for Fernand, sorry. 

AMANDI: — oh, I'm sorry. It wouldn't surprise me in the slightest. Joy, I’m going to answer
your question about the wannabe dictator, dangerous Florida man, but I would not be a good
friend if I first didn't wish you a happy birthday — 

REID: Ha!



AMANDI: — so happy birthday to you, my friend. 

REID: Thank you. 

AMANDI: A little sanity oasis in this desperate time we find ourselves in. 

REID: Thank you. 

AMANDI: But, look, this is part and parcel with Ron DeSantis. Imagine on the heels of the
announcement last week where he now wants to build his own private paramilitary militia, this is
an autocrat acting in the manner of an autocrat. What surprises me, candidly, about the actions of
the University of Florida is where are the resignations and protests by the university president, by
members of the board of regents, by others who are calling out this assault, this declaration of
war on academic freedom? For that matter, the other public institutions across the state of Florida
and the country acting in solidarity. We know these pronouncements are indeed coming from
above. You're hearing the professor talk about it now. The message is very clear. Don't criticize,
don't say anything untoward, don't make the dear leader look bad because if you do, we will pull
your funding and pull your job and, in the future, we may do worse and that, my friends, is what
fascism and autocracy sounds like.

REID: And you know, the thing is, Danaya Wright, this is the context in which this report is
coming out. I know you're a member of the six — the six member committee, I believe. The
context of this is is that Florida ranks third in the number of Covid cases behind California,
which has a big size issue in early onset cases. Texas, which is basically acting like them and
trying not to do anything about Covid. They rank number three among states in numbers of
deaths. Their numbers aren't good but this guy wants to run for president. He's hired people and
brought people around him who are Covid denialists, including your new — the new surgeon
general. So inside of the university, what did people feel would happen to them if they were to
dispute that Florida is not doing well on Covid? What did they — what were they afraid would
happen? 

WRIGHT: Well, I think there were sort of real threats about reducing funding. We saw research
on Covid being cut. The funding right in the middle of a research project. We were told about
that. We have reports of scholarship being stocked, which has a tremendous impact on faculties,
professional lives. 

REID: Yeah. 

WRIGHT: There’s also —

REID: But very quickly — go on. Well, I was going to ask you why haven't people resigned then,
to answer, you know, Fernand’s question?

WRIGHT: Um, are you asking why the higher administration hasn't resigned or —



REID: Why anyone hasn’t.

WRIGHT: — faculty? I don't know. I honestly don't know. 

REID: Yeah. I kind of just resigned from the video, from the visuals there. I think we’re kind of
running out of room there. Fernand, I'll give you the last word on this. If this doesn't change and
Ron DeSantis is allowed to go through messing with the data and sort of faking through it, isn't
this just a glide path for him to be on a ticket with Donald Trump or to replace Donald Trump on
the ticket in 2024?

AMANDI: Well, he's not going to be on any ticket that Donald Trump wants to be on —

REID: Yes.

AMANDI: — because Trump is going to decide first. We know that for sure. But, again, I think
this speaks to a pattern of behavior where Ron DeSantis is just one of many Republicans acting
in this manner —

REID: Yes.

AMANDI: — by fiat. This war on academic freedom is not dissimilar to the war on science, the
war on truth. Joy, this positivity Orwellian idea that we cannot talk about what is before our eyes.

REID: That’s right.

AMANDI: It’s fascism happening before our eyes. 

REID: Including in education, in health, in everything else. Danaya Wright, thank you very
much. Thank you for that report and research. And Fernand Amandi, my friend, thank you and
thank you for the birthday greeting. Appreciate you. 

WRIGHT: Thank you. 

AMANDI: Happy birthday. 

WRIGHT: Happy birthday. 

REID: Thank you so much.


